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andwhat advantages does it provide to the general nuclear
medicine
clinician and research investigator?A majorben
Thisartideis a reviewof the physicsprinciples,instrumentation
and reconstructionmethods behind SPECT imaging.Particular efit of quantitative imaging will be improved quantitative
attention is paid to the mechanisms that can significantlyaffect accuracy, image quality and/or diagnostic ability. After
the accuracyof a SPECTimage.We describeinstrumentation correcting for attenuation and scatter, the resultant images
advances and reconstructionmethodsusedto correctimagesto
improve image quality and produce quantitative images. The

will represent the activity distribution of the injected tracer
clinicalimportance of improved Image qualftyand quantftation more accurately. The implementationof quantitativeimag
ing procedures therefore would improve important image
are also reviewed.
characteristics,such as contrast, signal-to-noise ratios and,
Key Words: single-photonemissioncomputedtomography; potentially, resolution. One drawback may be the in
quantitation;imagequality
creased noise for the same numberof raw counts detected.
J NuciMed1995;36:1489-1513
In general, resultant images will provide a more accurate
representationof the tissue activity after corrections,
There are many potential benefits of quantitative imag
ing. For example, a typical applicationof quantitative im
he increasing interest in quantitative imaging and im
aging techniques would be monoclonal antibody imaging
proved image quality in SPECT motivated the Computer for either diagnosis or treatment. To determine the neces
and InstrumentationCouncil ((IC) to investigate state-of sal)' dose of monoclonal antibodies for treatment of a dis
the-art of quantitative imaging and produce a report detail
ease, the target-to-injection ratio and the tissue-specific
ing the different factors affecting quantitation and provid activity are needed. This is not possible with current
ing recommendations for SPED.' practitioners.
SPECT techniques, but it would be possible to measure
This article presents the physics backgroundrelevant to both of these quantities with quantitative SPECF.
quantitative imaging, advantages and disadvantages of
Another procedure which could benefit from quantita
quantitativeimaging, a discussion on what areas of SPECF tive imaging is the myocardial perfusion stress/redistribu
imagingcan benefitfrom improvedimaging,as well as tion study. Currently, physicians look at the patients' im
examples of implementation. We will not, however, cover ages and plots of activity as a function of circumferential
other important topics in quantitative imaging such as distance around the myocardium. They also estimate the
PET, time-activity curve generation or physiological mod ratios of the stress-to-redistributionactivities and compare
cling.
these curves to a normaldatabase. The same gamma cam
Obvious questions that can be posed by clinicians are:
era used for both stress and redistributionstudies are im
Why should one strive to accomplish quantitative imaging
portant in this type of study. The use of quantitative imag
ing techniques would aid thalliumstress studies in several
ways. For example, the physician would be relieved from
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specific activity directly. The physician would not only be Quantified and Quantitate
able to reportthe activity curves and ratios, but could also
To quantitatea measurementindicates that the measure
compare these absolute curves with the injected dose to ment is to be made as precise and as accurate as possible
estimate organ uptake. This might be especially useful in with the goal of producing an absolute measurement.
patients with uniform three-vessel disease.
Attenuation
Additionally, quantitativeimagingtechniques mightpro
The class of photons which is most useful for SPEC!'
vide improved image quality and lesion detectability. A
imaging consists of those photons that originate from a
major handicap for the nuclear medicine reader is back nuclear decay, follow a straight-line trajectory through a
ground noise in images in conjunction with poor target-to
collimator hole, and deposit their full energy in the NaI(Tl)
background ratios, i.e., poor contrast. The use of quanti
crystal. Attenuation is the loss of these useful photons,
tative techniques could improve the visualized lesion
either by photoelectric absorptionor by scatter throughan
contrast resulting in improved image quality and spatial angle sufficientlylarge that they can no longer be detected.
resolution at a minimumand, dependingon the noise prop
When a collimated beam ofphotons of intensity, I@,passes
ePics, perhaps a concomitant increase in lesion detectabil
through a thickness, x, of a given material, the intensity
ity.
exiting the material (as determined with a veiy small, col
The following definitionswill be helpful in review of this
limated detector) is given by:
article.
I = I@e
Eq.1
Relative Quantftatlon
Comparison of counts between two different sets of data where /Lis the linear attenuationcoefficient, which funda
mentally depends upon the material composition and pho
irrespective of means or methods of data acquisition. Ex
depends upon the experimental
amples of relative quantitationinclude the comparison of ton energy. In addition, p@
counts within two differentregions of interest (ROl) within
the same image, or from two or more different images. It
can also be the comparison of counts/intensities between

abnormaland normal databases.

geometly used to make the measurement.

Using narrow

beam geometry, in which the beam incidenton the material
is highly collimated, a true measurement of j@may be

obtained (The true value, however, is only approached
asymptomatically

as the beam is made narrower).

If the

measurement is instead made with a broad beam, photons
Absdute Quantfta@on
The determination of the actual tissue activity (e.g., from regions other than that of the beam may be scattered
into the detector, thereby increasingthe detected intensity
mCi/100 g). This implies the accurate application of correc
tions to the data to determine the activity within a defined above what would otherwise be expected. In this case, the
value of /Lcalculated from the experiment is smaller than
region. This absolute determination can be made for an
areaor a volume. In addition, the absolute quantitationcan when obtained using a narrow beam, In nuclear medicine
imaging the photons traverse the patient in all directions,
determine either the concentration of radioactivity or the
which
is characteristic ofa veiy broad-beam geometiy. The
total activity in the defined region. The activity can also be
narrow-beam attenuation coefficient for 140-keVphotons in
compared to the injected dose. Results can be compared
from case to case without regard to imaging methods or water is 0.15 cm@, while the broad-beamcoefficientappro
priate for most imaging geometries (thoracic or abdominal
size of patient.
imaging) is approximately 0.12 cm' (2).
Precision
Photonswhich scatter in the patientthat are not detected
Precision is a measure of how a result is determined
without reference or knowledge to any true value (1). For are considered to have been attenuated by the patient.
example, if a measurement is reported to be 2.002 m (2.002 Because of broad-beamgeometry and finite energy resolu
Â±0.001),then the absoluteprecisionof this measurement tion many scattered photons are in fact detected. If a pho
is on the order of 1 mm, whereas the relative precision is ton undergoes a coherent scatter before detection (which
1i2000.Any correction for systematicerrors may improve changes its directionbut not its energy), the photon will be
the accuracy of the measurement but not the precision. indistinguishable from a good photon (a primary, unseat
tered photon). Even Compton scattered photons, which
Essentially, the precision of a measurement will be depen
are far more abundant at nuclear medicine energies than
dent upon the control and analysis of random errors.
coherently scattered photons, often cannot be separated
from primaly photons. For example, a single small-angle
Accuracy of a measurement is a measure of how close Compton scatter only decreases the photon energy mini
the results are to the truth(1). The accuracy of a measure mally. A 140-keV photon scattered through an angle of 52Â°
ment will be dependent on the control and correction of produces a photon with 126 keV which is within a 20%
energy window. Since the photon energies can only be
systematic errors. A measurement of 2A)02m is more ac
curate than 2.0 m. In the first case, the accuracy is to a measured by the detector with a precision of about 10%â€”
12%(for @â€œFc),
a wide (15%â€”20%)
pulse-height discrimi
millimeter, while in the second case the accuracy is to 10 cm.
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nator window is usually chosen to include most of the
unscattered photons. The imperfect determination of en
ergy by the detector means that many Compton scattered

photons can still be recorded in the photopeak window of
the camera's pulse-height analyzer.
Energy Resolution

Energy resolution refers to the precision with which the
detector can determine the energy of a detected photon. It

is usually reported as the FWHM of the photopeak divided
by the photopeak energy (x 100%). The imperfect mea
surement of energy results primarily from the statistical

uncertainty in the numberof light photons and, ultimately,
photomultiplier tube (PMT) electrons produced by each
primary photon (e.g., gamma ray photon) interaction in the
NaI(Tl) crystal. In comparing two cameras of different
energy resolution, the camera with the better energy reso

cause this linear algorithm does not correct for the dis

tance-dependent detector response.
Contrast
Contrast of the image of a feature (e.g., lesion) embed

ded in a uniform background is defined as the difference
between the average image brightness (or pixel value) in
side the feature and the average brightness in the back

ground, divided by the background brightness. Thus, if the
background contains 100 counts/pixel and the lesion con
tains 120 counts/pixel, the contrast would be (120â€”100)/100
=

0.2,

or

20%

(in

some

definitions,

the

difference

is

divided

by the average of the lesion-to-backgroundvalues. In an
image of a lesion which is small compared to the spatial

resolution (FWHM of the PSF), the peak contrast mea
sured at the center of the lesion can be reduced significantly

because of blurring by the detector response. In fact, even
for structureswhich are large compared to the geometric
lution can better separate Compton scattered from primary
spatialresolution, the long tails on the PSF contributedby
photons.
scattered photons also degrade contrast significantly.
Detector Response and System Spatial Resolution
The detector response describes how the imaging sys
tem blurs the image of a point-source of radiationspatially.
For this reason, the spatial resolution of the imaging sys
tem is often described by a function called the point-spread
function (PSF) of the imaging system. The PSF includes
the combined effects of scatter, collimator and detector

blur on the image. The Fourier transform of the PSF is
called the modulation transferfunction (MTF) of the imag
ing system. There are two contributions to the detector
PSF which can be mathematicallydescribed as the convo
lution of: (a) the Anger camera's intrinsicPSF with (b) the
collimator PSF. The FWHM of the collimator PSF in
creases approximately linearly with increasing distance

from the collimator surface (i.e., the spatial resolution
worsens with increasing distance between the source and
the camera). When the spatialresolutionis not the same for
all sourcelocations, the PSFis saidto be nonstationary.If
a SPEC!' study is performed, a point source which is
imaged close to the camera at one point in the camera's

rotation will be farther away, for example, when the op
posing projection is acquired. This means that the recon
structed three-dimensional response function will be a

Noise,NoiseCorrelationsand NolesPowerSpectrum
Image noise is the degree of variability of the pixel val
ues caused by the statisticalnatureof the radioactivedecay
and detection processes. If many identical planar projec
tion images of a large, uniform radioactivity distribution

are acquired, each for the same scan time, the properties of
poisson counting statistics allow us to make several pre
dictions about the characteristicsof the image noise. First,
the statistical fluctuationsobserved in any one image pixel
will be entirely independent of the fluctuations in the other
pixels. In this case, the image noise is spatially uncorre

lated. Second, if the averagevalue of the counts in a given
pixel (over the whole set of images) is equal to N, then the
standarddeviation of the counts in the same pixel over the
set of images is expected to be N1a. Third, if we calculate
the standard deviation over many pixels in a uniform re
gion of a single image instead, we would also expect to
obtain N'@for this case.
When a tomographic image is reconstructed, the image
noise properties change significantly. The reconstruction
process causes the pixel noise in a tomographicslice to be
positively correlated at short distances and negatively cor
related at longer distances. This means that if a given
pixel's value is greater than its expected value, then the

weighted average PSF. Thus, the SPEC!' reconstruction
from 360Â°
projection data can reduce the distance depen pixels located (in the same transaxial image) around this
dence of the detector response. This type of reconstruction pixel at a given radius will have pixelvalues that are greater
than or less than their expected values. This also implies
algorithm can also influence the degree to which the three
dimensional PSF can be made more stationary. Addition that a standarddeviation calculated from the pixels inside
ally, if the reconstructed resolution can be made the same a uniform ROI on a single transaxialSPECF slice will not
simply be equal to the square root of the average pixel
in all directions, the PSF is said to be isotropic.
In addition to the detector response, the overall system value, but rather, will depend upon the size and shape of
the ROI. In addition, because the noise in SPEC!' projec
spatial resolution includes effects introduced by the recon
tions is nonstationary (since the projection values fall off to
struction algorithm. For example, if a smooth reconstruc
tion filter is used, the system spatial resolution would be zero near the edges of the field of view (FOV)), the recon
worse thanthatobtained using a rampfilteralone. It should structed pixel noise will also be nonstationary. These com
be emphasized that the conventional filtered backprojec ments are particularlytrue when using a ramp ifiter.
tion reconstruction does produce an asymmetric PSF be
The noise power spectrum (NPS), which is a measure of
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FiGURE 1. (A) A rectanglefunctionof
width10 cm. The rectanglefunctionis the
quintessential
bandlimitedfunction.(B)The
Founertransformoftherectanglefunctionof
Figure1A.

the magnitude of the noise as a function of frequency, of
uncorrelatednoise is constant; this means that this type of
image noise is the same at all spatial frequencies (also
called white noise). By contrast, the NPS of spatially cor
related noise is said to be colored because the frequency
spectrum is not constant. By using a smoother filter when
reconstructing tomographic images, the image noise
changes in two ways: (a) the total noise variance is reduced
and (b) the correlationlength is increased, thereby creating
the appearance of larger noise blobs in the image.

Unearsystems
SPEC!' imaging processes should and can be made lin

ear. A measuringdevice is linearif the action of the device
upon the sum of two elements of input is the same as the
action upon each element separately, and then adding the
outputs together. A volt meter or galvanometer is an cx
ample of a linear measurement. Measuring two voltage
sources separately and summing the voltages is the same as
performing one measurement with the two voltage sources
in series.
Is the projection image provided by a SPECT system an
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example of a linear transformation? The answer is yes,
provided that we can neglect thermal noise of the photo
multipliers and backgroundradiationin the regions of the
image with low counts, and also that we keep the count
rate low enough so that pulse pile up and camera resolving
time are not significant. Thus, it is easy to see that if we
have two sources, and we image them separately and then
combine the images, this should be the same (up to noise)
as imagingthem both together.
Fourier Transforms and Bandwidth Functions
The importanceofFourier transformmethods to SPECT

reconstruction and image processing cannot be over
stressed. The Fourier transform has many important and
useful properties.

The Fourier transform of a function f(x)

is its expansion as a series of the trigonometric functions
cos(OJLx)
and sin(wx). The quantity w is the angular (spatial)
frequency.

The units of w are the reciprocal

of the units of

x. Thus, if x has units in centimeters, w has units of 1/cm.
The termbandwidthrefers to the domainx over which a
function f(x) is nonzero. A function or physical quantity is
bandlimited if it is nonzero only within a finite domain. For
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SPEC!' projection data, this domain is the set of pixels that

constitute the planar image.
A function f(x) and its Fourier transformcannot both be
bandlimited, In fact, a bandlimited function will always
possess a Fourier transformthat is very smooth (defined)
everywhere and is of infinite extent in its domain (3). In
other words, the Fourier transformof a bandlimitedfunc
tion is not bandlimited.
When we apply Fourier transform methods to SPEC!'

and medical image processing, we requirethat the Fourier
transform be bandlimited. if we truncate a Fourier trans
form that is not bandlimited, a severe artifact known as
ringing is generated in the final image. The amplitude and
frequency

of the ringing is highly dependent

Partial
VolumeEffect
The partialvolume effect for digitalimages refers to the
between

the system

resolution,

object size and

pixel size. This mismatchcan produce imageswhich do not
depict the object properly. For tomographic reconstruc
tion, the system resolution is defined as the FWHM of the
camera point response function, measured at all camera

4

-2

FWHMof SystemPointResponse Function:

upon the am

plitude and frequency of the first truncated frequency (4).
A generic example of a bandlimitedfunction is a rectan
gle and its Fourier transformwhich, as promised, is con
tinuous, nonzero almost everywhere and of infiniteextent
(Fig. 1).
One method to obtain a bandlimitedFouriertransformis
to use a low-pass ifiter. In this approach, a low-pass filteris
designed so that it passes the low frequencies with little or
no change, but reduces the magnitudesof or eliminates the
higher frequencies. While this procedure diminishes the
high frequencies that caused the ringing, it can have a
serious side effect. The problem with this approach is that
the noise becomes correlated in image space. That is, the
noise from adjacent pixels is mixed together to form the
noise in the image, yielding noise blobs of low-pass filter
ing. In addition, the use oflow-pass ifiteringcan worsen the
reconstructed spatial resolution.

mismatch
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FIGURE 2. Thesystempointresponsefunction(one-dknen&on
at case). A rectangleconvolvedwith the Gaussianfunctionwith
FWHMs of 0.5, 0.6667, 1 and 2 cm.

imaging system,

we recover

a greater

fraction

of the activ

ity.
It is not necessarily true that we recover more of the
activity

from

a template

as the FWHM

of the imaging

system becomes smaller with respect to the length of the

object. We must consider the pixel size; if the pixel size
also decreases so as to remainconstant with respect to the
FWHM, then the assertion is true.
A contemporary SPEC!' system can have quite good
resolution, so matching the pixel size to the system reso
lution should not be overlooked. Undersamplingor the use
of a pixel dimension that is too large produces distortions
described as aliasing. In general, for objects with large high
frequency components (small, focal objects), aliasing will

be more evident than in objects with small high frequency
components (large, systemic objects). Hence, aliasing be
comes importantas we approachthe resolution limit of the
sourcepositions.First,letus assumethatwe havechosen system.
The overall partial volume effect in SPECF is compli
a pixel size that matches the resolution of the camera.
cated because the tomographic, or reconstructed PRF is
According to the sampling theorem, we should choose a
nonstationary, nonisotropic and non-Gaussian, depending
pixel size that is at least one half the size of the FWHM of
on the type of reconstruction algorithm, attenuating me
the system point response function (SPRF), assuming a
dium and protocol. Basically, the partial volume effect,
Gaussian-shaped function. For collimator effects, the
unless compensated for, will make quantification unrei
SPRF can be approximated by a Gaussian function. To
able for objects smaller than about three to four times the
illustratethe qualitativenatureof the partialvolume effect,
system FWHM.
we have shown the effect of the system point response
function on a one-dimensional rectangularobject 2 cm in Ill-Posed Problems
No discussion of SPECF would be complete without an
length. We then blurred the object with Gaussian distribu
tions with differentFWHMs. The overall effect is to smear attempt to define the concept, ill-posed problems, that un
derlies many of the approaches to problems in medical
the binary object over a larger length (Fig. 2).
If we attempted to quantify the amount of activity by tomography, imaging science and SPECF, in particular.
using a template (test image) of the original object, we Physicistsand mathematiciansuse mathematicalmodelsof
would not recover all of the activity. As the length of the physical phenomena to study them to predict the behavior
object becomes larger with respect to the FWHM of the and infer new facts. All such models are initialized in time
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by initial conditions, or spatially constrained by boundary
conditions. In the realworld, these initializingor constrain
ing data are obtained by physical measurements that are

not necessarilyaccurate or precise (i.e., they may be de
graded by noise or systematic errors). If the model pro
duces a correspondinglysmall errorfor some small errorin
the data, then the model is said to be well-posed. Con
versely, if the model produces an error which cannot be
simply predicted from a small data error, than this model is
ill-posed.
The degree to which a problem is ill-posed has a great

influenceuponhowreadilywe can findthe solution.Re
construction in the presence of noise becomes increasingly
ill-posed as the noise level rises. Therefore, a reconstruc
tion algorithm must be more robust or well-posed as the
noise level of the data increases so as to produce results
which are accurate.
FACTORS AFFEC11NG QUANTITA11ON
Overall ability to perform accurate quantitation depends
on the quantity and quality of the data that forms the
image. The quantityof photons depends on factors related
to the patient, physical factors (attenuation and scatter),
technical factors related to the instrumentation, and pro

cedural factors (acquisition specific). The quality of the
image (fidelity to the original object) will depend on phys
ical (scatter), technical (imaging characteristics), and pro
cedural factors. Once the raw data have been obtained in a
SPEC!' acquisition then the final image will depend on the

processing, reconstruction and compensation methods
(which can affect quality and quantitative accuracy). Fi
nally, the ultimate quantitation of structures within the
image will be obtained from some processing. These fac
tors will be considered in some detail in the following.
Patient Umitatlons
Final images represent the convolution of the gamma
camera spatial resolution, scatter and attenuation with the

object such that the image is degraded relative to the orig
inal object. In the case being discussed here, the object is
the patient or a particularstructure within the patient. A
primary factor in quantitation and imaging is the amount of
information available, that is, counting or imaging statis
tics. The numberof photons emitted per unit of time avail
able for detection depends on the fraction of the adminis
tered dose in a specific organ at the time of imagingand the
amount of attenuation the photons experience before
reaching the detector. Thus, imaging statistics are a func
tion of the administered dose, biokinetics involved and
patient size.
The image contrast produced in nuclear medicine stud
@

the tracer as blood concentration decreases, the tracerwill
generally wash out of the cell compartment. The uptake,
metabolism and excretion of the tracer, in conjunctionwith
the tracer's physical half-life,will define an effective decay
rate and half-life. Under optimal conditions, the total sta
tistics generated in a study will then be a function of the

time integralof the spatially varying activity duringimage
acquisition. The biokinetics of the tracer along with other
factors will limit the total available statistics for the study.
The administereddose is generally limitedby the critical
organradiationdose. Not uncommonly, this organis not of
primary interest but because of the distribution of the ad
ministered radiopharmaceuticalit limits the administered
dose.

Since image quality in nuclear medicine is limited by
statistics, the imaging time is extremely important, and is
most often dictated by the tolerance of the patient to the
procedure. If the tolerance is exceeded, patient motion
relative to the imaging device, will often result and thus
affect the results through the entire imaging sequence. The
effect of patient motion is quite complex, as it depends on
the magnitudeand durationof motion. Analyses of motion
on @Â°@Tl
SPEC!' have been provided by Prigent et al. (5),
Cooper et al. (6) and Botvinick et al. (7).
Finally, the patient habitus will affect the amount of

attenuation(fractionof emitted photons that exit the body)
and the amountof scattered photons (degradation)that are
detected. For example, with narrowbeam geometry, one
halfofthe available photons are attenuated in 3.6 cm of soft
tissue at 70 keV, 4.5 cm at 140keV; and 6.2 cm at 364 keY.
Technical
Factors
It should be stressed that the imaging hardware funda
mentally limits the information available for any given
quantitative procedure. if SPEC!' projection data are ac
quired with an inappropriate collimator, for example, the
resulting quantitative accuracy (or precision) may be sig
nificantly degraded. Although post-processing (e.g., resto
ration filtering)may improve the quantitation somewhat,
one cannot generally obtain results that are equivalent to
those obtained under optimal conditions of data acquisi
tion.
Choice of Collimator. It is well known that the collima

tor design primarilydetermines the tradeoff between spa
tial resolution and detection efficiency, both of which can
affect quantitation significantly. Spatial resolution can limit
the contrast of any lesion to be quantified, thereby influ
encing the accuracy of activity or size quantitation. The
image counts determine the noise level in the image and
thus the precision with which quantitationmay be accom

plished.

ies is dependent upon the spatial distribution of activity

Parallel Collimation. The geometric spatial resolution,

within the area of interest. The spatial distribution and its
changes in time (biokinetics) are dependent upon the rate
of tracer uptake (input function), the tissue extraction of
the tracer and finally the trapping or metabolism of the
administered tracer. Following metabolism or trapping of

efficiency and penetrationfraction of a parallel, multi-hole
camera collimator were first discussed by Anger (8). The
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geometric parameters

of such a collimator are depicted in

Figure 3, along with three types of events which should be
considered. The desirable, geometrically collimated pho
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resolution changes less over a given range of collimator
source distances, b, for larger values of collimator thick
ness, a. In other words, the slope of the resolution versus
distance line is less for thicker collimators. Under these
conditions, therefore, we would expect a more stationary
PSF over the tomographic FOV.
The overall system resolution of a gammacamera image
is given by the convolution of the collimator PSF with the
intrinsic camera PSF. The intrinsic PSF is usually well
approximatedby a radially symmetric Gaussian function,
with an â€”P3â€”4
mm FWHM for a modern scintillation cam
era. For the sake of simplicity, if we also approximatethe
collimator's PSF by a Gaussian, then the approximate
combined system spatialresolution FWHM is given by the

i

quadrature sum:

FIGURE3. Collimatorgeometric
parameters
andtypesofphoton
interactions
(repnnted
withperm@sion
fromMooreatal. (129).

tons (i.e., gamma rays) traverse the collimator entirely
within a single hole, without striking any septal material.
Penetrating gammas go through one or more septal walls
without interacting, while scattered photons are deflected
into the Anger camera by a Compton or coherent interac
tion in a septum. The collimator penetration and scatter
components are generally undesirable because their point
of origin in the source does not correspond directly with
their point of detection in the scintillation camera. Large
numbers of penetratingor scattering photons can contrib
ute a substantialbackgroundto the image, thereby degrad
ing the contrast of importantimage features.
The spatial resolution of a parallel-hole collimator, cx
pressed as the FWHM of the point spread function (PSF),

is approximately:

Eq.3

The collimator's geometric efficiency is simply the frac
tion of isotropically emitted gamma photons from a point

source that enter the collimatorproperly.This efficiencyis
effectively independent of source-collimator distance (un
der usual imagingconditions) and is given by:
g = (kd24a@(d+ s)])@,

Eq. 4

where k is a factor which depends upon the hole shape and
pattern(e.g., k = 0.263 for hexagonal, close-packed holes),
and a@,d and s are defined in Figure 3 and Equation 2. The
collimator's efficiency determines the number of gamma
ray counts that may be recorded for a given source distri
bution of radioactivity in a given scan time (often called
count sensitivity). Since both the relative statistical noise
(pixel value standard deviation) in the image, and the pre

cisionwith which activitymay be quantifieddecrease (im

prove) as the square root of the number of image counts,
collimator efficiency is an important consideration. Note
where d is the collimator hole size (Fig. 3), a is the colli that either shortening the collimator hole length a or de
mator thickness, ae is the effective collimator thickness creasing the septal thickness s increases the collimator
(a@= a â€”2/p.), where
is the total linear attenuation efficiency, while decreasing the hole size d decreases the
coefficient of the collimator material at the relevant ener
efficiency. In most practical situations the sensitivity will
gy), b is the source-to-collimatordistance andc is the mean degrade approximately as the square of the geometric res
interaction depth in the detector. This equation was mod
olution.
ified from Anger (8) by considering that the collimatorhole
Focu@thzg Collimation. When imaging activity distribu
length, a, should be reduced on both ends by approxi
tions smaller than the FOV of the gamma camera, signifi
mately 1/j.@
due to penetrationeffects (9,10). Ofcourse, the cant performance gains may result from magnifying the
single parameter,r@in Equation 2 does not offer a complete object distribution to fill more of the camera's FOY. This
description of the collimator's PSF or its Fourier trans
can be accomplished by using fanbeam collimators [e.g.,
form, the MTF, whose detailed shapes depend upon the Jaszczak et al. (13)1, which are quite useful for SPEC!'
shape of the collimator holes. Nevertheless, for the same applications. Fanbeam collimators focus in one dimension
hole area the exact shape of the collimator holes has only to a focal line parallelto the axis of rotation of the gamma
a small influence on the radiallyaveraged MTF of a pars.!- camera on the other side of the patient. (The reconstruc
id-hole collimator as compared to the choice of other geo tion procedurefor SPEC!' is then quite similarto that used
metric parameters, such as hole size, hole length and for fanbeam cr scanners). Astigmatic collimators, which
source distance (11,12).
focus to two different focal lines in the two orthogonal
It is clear from Equation 2 that the spatial resolution of directions, and cone-beam collimators, which focus to a
the collimator worsens linearly with increasing distance point, may also be used for SPEC!' (14); however, projec
from the collimator face. Also, it should be noted that the tion data from these types of collimators are incompletely
r@= d(a + b + c)/a@,

@

r@= (r@+
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sampled, which can result in image distortions when re
constructingwith linear reconstruction algorithms(15).
When using a fanbeam collimator, the object magnifica
tion causes the geometric and intrinsic resolutions, both
defined in the object plane, to improve in comparison to
parallel-holecollimation (16). The exact transfer function
of converging hole collimators was derived by Tsui and
Gullberg(17). The fanbeam count sensitivity at any given
distance is increased approximately by the ratio of the
linearextent of the source viewed by the collimator at that
distance to the extent of the same source against the col
limatorface. This means that for a point source in air, the
sensitivity of a fanbeam collimator increases as the source
is moved away from the collimator, whereas, that of a

The energy resolution of the gamma camera affects the
degree to which primarygammaphotons may be separated
from Compton scattered photons. The size and position of
the pulse-height-analyzerenergy window (or windows) is
also critical. For example, a wide photopeak window
yields images with more counts (hence, a better precision
for activity estimations). The fractionof scattered photons,
however, is also higher, which degrades spatial resolution
and contrast, thereby adversely affecting the accuracy of
activity

and size estimates.

Conversely,

a narrow

window would improve the accuracy of estimates

energy

at the

expense of precision. Asymmetric energy windows, or
multipleenergy-window acquisitionin combinationwith an
appropriatesoftware scatter compensation, may be used to
parallel-hole collimator is independent upon distance.
improve quantitative accuracy significantly with minimal
Septal Penetration and Scatter. Septal penetration and or no loss of precision. Of course, any such method relies
collimator scatter are two effects which can also affect upon a camera's ability to perform excellent linearity cor
quantitative accuracy, especially when imaging radionu rection throughout the portion of the spectrum used by the
cides with higher energies and/or multiple photopeaks. method.
Both of these processes will broaden the PSF, thereby
Finally, one should anticipate the effects of camera
degradingcontrast and quantitative accuracy. An analytic deadtime before undertakinga quantitative SPEC!' study.
expression for the septal penetration contribution to the Pulse pileup could affect quantitative capabilities in differ
collimator PSF has not been developed, however, several ent ways. Absolute quantitationwould be difficultbecause
investigators have successfully used numerical ray-tracing the relationshipbetween counts and activity at high count
methods to examine the penetration component (18â€”20). rates becomes nonlinearand, in the extreme, double-value
Most collimator designers have used an ad hoc rule allow (i.e., two different activities, one very high and one low,
ing a certain small fraction of gammas to penetrate along could give the same observed count rate). In addition, the
the minimum path length (see â€œwâ€•
in Fig. 3) through a mispositioning of events caused by two different gamma
single septum (21,22). Ofcourse, the allowable penetration photons interactingalmost simultaneously in two different
fraction should ultimately be dictated by the imaging or crystal locations could significantly degrade spatial resolu
quantitative task we are trying to accomplish.
tion by pulling the calculated event positions. Deadtime
An analytic or numerically available description of the values for gammacamerasystems are typically in the range
collimator scatter component has eluded researchers. de 2â€”10@sec,depending upon the manufacturer's electronics,
Yries et al. (23) used Monte Carlo simulationto show that source scatter geometry, and selected energy windows
the total collimator scatter contribution for a low-energy, (25). For a 5-psec deadtime, 10% of the counts are lost at
cps. For accuratequantitative
general-purpose collimator is â€”â€˜1.9%
using a 20% energy a count rate of about 2 x 10'@
work, we believe that the maximum count rate should be
window placed symmetrically about the
@@Fc
photopeak.
Collimatorscatter is a greater concern when imaginglow limited to about 5 x 10@cps, provided that an appropriate
or medium-energy isotopes which also emit higher energy deadtime correction is used after image acquisition.
Display System. Since most quantitation schemes re
contaminant photons, such as 1@Ior â€œIn.These higher
energy photons can scatter in the collimator, lose energy quire use of the counts in different ROIs which are often
and be detected in a desired lower energy window of the drawn manually with a joystick or a mouse on a computer
display screen, the display system becomes an important
gammacamera.
Gamma Camera and Readout Electronics. The gamma
consideration. For example, the image should be displayed
camera and associated electronics c@jialso influence the large enough so that the smallest desirable ROIs can be
quantitative capabilities of the SPEC!' system. The thick easily drawnby the viewer. Related to this, the response of
ness of the NaI(Tl) crystal, for example, alters the tradeoff the screen cursor to movements of the drawing device
should be adjusted appropriatelyso that the cursor does
between count sensitivity and spatial resolution, although
this effect is certainly not as pronounced as the tradeoff not move too fast or too slow. Finally, the selection of the
imposed by collimator selection. Perhaps more impor display brightness and contrast (window and level) can
significantly affect the observer's decision about the loca
tandy, camera (and collimator) nonuniformities, if not ad
equately corrected, have been demonstrated to cause ring tion of boundaries. In general, automated or semi-auto
artifacts in reconstructed SPECT images (24). Even if the mated boundary calculations on image data are to be pre
ferred, when possible, for this reason.
nonuniformities appear to be adequately corrected in se
Reconstruction Methods. The two most important limi
lected planar images, it is quite importantfor SPECF im
aging to make sure that there is no angular dependence to tations of SPEC!' data are those imposed by attenuation
and poor statistics. Limitationsin collimatorresolution and
the requireduniformity correction.
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image degradationdue to scatter follow close behind. Any systems, compared to single-head rotating cameras, pro
balanced approach must consider not just one, such as vide a much higher count sensitivity for the same spatial
attenuation, but all of these limitations. An importantcon
resolution or, alternatively, a better spatial resolution for
tribution to overall image degradation is the nonisotropic the same count sensitivity. Moreover, for small FOV stud
response of the camera to a point source as a function of ies, additional performance gains result from the use of
distance. Concerning attenuation correction, it is neces
converging fan-beam or cone-beam collimators.
sary to consider the type of correction (uniform or nonuni
Optimal Choke of Collimator Design Pammete@ for
form) and the region of the body to be imaged (cranium, Quantitation. Isotope energy is the most important factor
thorax, abdomen).
in selecting the collimator. Once an isotope has been se
Decay Methods. To account for the total activity in
lected it is then advisable to select the collimator with the
volved in a given examination, it is necessary to perform highest resolution for the selected isotope. The tradeoff
decay correction on an image or image sequence. Gener between resolution and sensitivity is not the dichotomy it
ally, the intent is to correct for the physical decay of the once was (27). For instance, if one uses a low-resolution
radionucide in question, since the biological effects are collimator to obtain a high count rate, then one may end up
generally not known and in many instances are part of the using some sort of resolution recovery scheme to improve
question to be answered.
the resolution. These restoration algorithmshave one fea
ture in common: they apply an average Gaussian-shaped
collimator response function to the image, whereas the true
QUANTITA11ON METhODS
collimator response function varies over the image. If scat
Patient Factors
The strengthof nuclear medicine is its ability to perform ter is removed, the image statistics will also be reduced.
functional studies using biological tracers. A primarylimit, Therefore, if the result of an image with reduced counts
however, in the ability to performquantitationis the infor and nonlinear noise amplificationis induced by the resto
mation available from the patient, i.e., the accuracy of the ration algorithm,it can be arguedthat the use, instead of a
model which describes the biokinetic distribution of the
radiopharmaceutical. The biokinetic distribution is affected

by humanphysiology and the propertiesof the pharmaceu
tics.!. For example, liver uptake is quite high for many
pharmaceuticals by the very nature of the function of the
liver. One example relates to labeled monoclonal antibod
ies; as fragments break down, the liver scavenges the frag

ments and thus the radionucide. The lack of specificity of
uptake implies that only a fractionof the pharmaceuticalis
extracted by the organ of interest. Cerebral blood flow
indicators, for instance, result in an extraction of only a
few percent of the agent (e.g., for HMPAO the extraction
is about 5%) (26). Myocardial perfusion scans are also
limited by the biokinetics because of poor extraction of the

tracer.
Currently, there are many radiopharmaceuticals avail
able and considerable research is underway for the devel
opment of others. In the majorityof cases there is a lack of
specificity for the organor tumorof interest. This results in
poor contrast and statistics for the study; therefore, it is
necessary that the technical, procedural and reconstruc
tion methods are optimized. Efforts are underway to have
a national facility for developing new radionudides which
can provide better opportunities for improving the target
specificity of the tracers. Although one can expect some
improvements in the compounds available, human physi
ology is quite complex and organ systems are interrelated
in such a way that specificity of uptake will probably re
main relatively poor in the near future.
TechnicalFactors:Instrumentation
It is clear that multi-camerasystems are currentlystate
of-the-art for SPEC!' studies. In addition to the versatility
which they offer for a variety of imagingprocedures, such
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high-resolution collimator for image acquisition, would re

suit in a better and more accurate image of the activity
distributionwith a simpler noise structure.
Fanbeam and conebeam collimators have demonstrated
potential by offering improved resolution and sensitivity
tradeoffwhen compared to parallelcollimation, at the cost
of a smaller FOV. The reduced FOV stems from the mag
nificationproduced by the collimator. Practical conebeam

scanningwith a Picker SX300camera (BedfordHeights,
OH) required the use of a special nonpianar orbit (28,29).
The imaging characteristics of conebeam collimators also
require use of special reconstruction

algorithms

to handle

the differentimaginggeometry. In addition, the problem is
confounded for conebeam collimation by the fact that a
standardcircularorbit or coplanar orbit does not meet the
sufficiency condition which defines the data sampling re
quired to permit an accurate tomographic reconstruction
(30). The algorithms and the hardware necessary for cm

ically practical, quantitative conebeam SPEC!' are, there
fore, still active areas of research.
It is evident from Equations 2, 4, and Figure 3 that a
variationin any one geometric collimatorparameteraffects
resolution and efficiency in different ways. For example,
given a fixed septal thickness and hole size, increasing the
collimator

thickness,

a, will improve the spatial resolution

while decreasing the collimator's efficiency. Therefore,
collimatordesign consists of determiningthe optimaltrade
off among these various performance parameters for a
given task to be accomplished by the imaging procedure.

Asomewhat
simplistic
optimization,
firstdescribed
by
Keller (21), has been used by many collimator designers
and discussed in some review articles. In his technique,
three conditions are used to determine the three collimator
geometric parameters(a, d, s). Assuming that the desired
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spatial resolution is specified at an appropriate distance
from the collimator and that a given probability of single
septal penetration (e.g., 1%) is considered acceptable, then
the thirdconstraint is obtained by maximizingthe geomet
nc efficiency. It is important to keep in mind the assump
tions and limitations of this method. First, the procedure
does not take into account the detailed shape of the point
spread function or its components, but rather, treats only
the FWHM of the geometric component and the fractionof
allowed single-septal penetration. Second, collimator scat
ter is not included at all (in practice, this may be a signif
icant concern only when imaging certain isotopes). Finally,
it is assumedthat the optimal spatial resolution and septal
penetration fraction are already known for the appropriate
imaging task.
A more sophisticated approach to collimator optimiza
tion which is directly relevant to the problem of quantita
tion from nuclear medicine images was recently addressed
by Mueller et al. (31). These authors used a maximum
likelihood (ML), least-squares fitting program to estimate
lesion parameters (amplitude and size) and background

There are several collimator design considerations that
are especially importantfor SPEC!'. In planar projection
images, the image noise is spatiallyuncorrelatedfrompixel
to pixel.

The statistical

noise

in tomographically

recon

structed images is spatially correlated by the ramp ifiter
used for reconstruction (33,34). For such correlatednoise,
the noise power spectrum (NPS) is not white (constant),
but rather, varies as a function of spatial frequency. In

SPEC!',nonstationary
projectionnoise and attenuation
compensationprocedures also influencethe shape of the

NPS (35). This is important to bear in mind for quantitation
because parameter estimation from image data will benefit
from prior information about the expected noise correla
tions.
It is clear that for a given collimator-detector combina
tion, the best spatial resolution will be obtained when the
collimator is as close to the patient as possible so that b in
Equation 2 is minimized. This motivated the development
of special cutoffgamma camera heads to clear the patient's
shoulders for brain SPECF (36), as well as parallel slant
hole collimators (37) which permitanglingthe camerawith
activity from image data, and compared this technique to
the same consequences. The advent of SPECF systems
the more traditionalmethod of simply calculating the av with multiple (rectangular)heads and/or converging coffi
erage and standard deviationof the total counts in a user mators has limited the application ofthese types of camera!
defined ROl on the images. The ML estimate was accurate collimator modifications primarily to single-headed sys
for all lesion sizes. For lesions of a size less than 1.5â€”2.0 tems.
times the FWHM of the PSF, the ROl estimate was highly
Because the spatial resolution of a collimator worsens
inaccurate, yet more reproducible (precise) than that of the linearly with distance from the collimator, reconstructed
ML estimate, as expected. A figure-of-merit was defined as SPECF images usually demonstrate a nonuniform recon
the standarderrorof each fittingparameter,expressed as a structed spatial resolution, e.g., the resolutions in the cir
percentage of the true (known) parametervalue. By vary cumferential and radial directions are significantly differ
ing the FWHM of the PSF, and assuming that the pixel ent. The three-dimensional PSF may be made somewhat
noise variance increases with the square of the FWHM, more stationaryand isotropic by takingthe conjugatemean
these authors determined that the optimal collimator reso of opposing projections before reconstruction (38), which
lution for estimating lesion amplitude corresponded to a is often done as an integral part of various attenuation
FWHM of approximately 0.4 times the lesion diameter. compensation procedures. In addition, several reconstruc
This requirement on resolution results primarily from fit tion algorithmswhich compensate for this geometric non
ting for lesion size, as well as activity and background stationarity have been recently described. The degree of
activity levels. In fact, the resolution that optimized the nonstationarity over the tomographic FOV can also be
reduced somewhat by increasing the bore length (a in Eq.
precision of the estimates of lesion size in this three-pa
rameterestimation problem was only about 0.25 times the 2) of the collimator.
Camera Systems. For the best possible quantitative ca
disk diameter.
Although the actual ML estimator described by Mueller pabilities, today's state-of-the-artcamera systems should
et al. (31) may be impracticalfor clinical imaging(because be able to image using energy window(s) placed asymmet
it assumesthat the imageis describableby a very simple rically around the photopeak without causing energy-dc
provides a useful tool for

pendentnonlinearitiesor nonuniformities.For SPECF, the

system designoptimization.The results of this study indi

uniformity should be corrected to about 1% (23), especially
in the central FOV. This normally requires camera flood

geometric

model), it nevertheless

cate that quantitativestudies will often benefit from the use
of a manufacturer's highest resolution collimator, espe
ciallywith a multi-headSPECF system. Madsen et al. (32)

acquisitions of >30 million counts in a 64 x 64 matrix. The

SPEC!' instrument, the resolution that provided the mini

position and energy corrections should also be effective for
all projection angles. These precautions will minimize the
possibility of ring artifacts in SPECF images (24) and will
allow the use of several different approaches to scatter
correction which utilize multiple energy windows.
The energy resolution and the intrinsic camera spatial
resolution should be as good as possible. For @Tc,
most

mum mean-squared errorwas about 6â€”7
mm FWHM.

current SPEC!' instrumentationprovides an energy reso

recently demonstrated

that the optimal spatial resolution

(forminimizingthe mean-squarederror)may be as small as
4â€”5
mm FWHM for SPEC!' brain imaging of@â€•Fc-labeled

radiopharmaceuticals with a multi-detector system. When
fewer counts were available, e.g., when using a single-head
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lution better than 10% and an intrinsic spatial resolution the discussion below, we will present an objective means
better than 3.5 mm. In addition, SPEC!' systems should be to determinethe optimal numberof projections for a given
able to accommodate the expected count rates with mini imaging situation.
mal deadtime or count rate loss. BecauseSPEC!' system
The decision of whether to use continuous scanning
manufacturers
are moving toward providing collimators
versus step-and-shoot depends upon the efficiency of the
with better spatial resolution and, therefore, lower effi gantry in cycling between images in the step-and-shoot
ciency, this relaxes the count-rate requirements of the mode and the number of projections desired. If the total
camera system because the count rate decreases approxi cycling time is less than about 10% of the total scan time,
mately as the square of the improvement in collimator then not much is lost, and much may be gained using the
resolution (the FWHM of the PSF) considerably. The step-and-shoot mode. The continuous scan mode data are
count rate per detector for a SPEC!' brain scan of 20 mCi rebinned into projections, and the error introduced by re
of @Tc-HMPAO
with high-resolutioncollimatorsis about binning the continuous scan mode data over a large in
cluded angle is not well understood. On the other hand, if
5000 cps. At this counting rate, even a camera system with
a ratherlargedead-timeof 10 p@s
would record @â€”95%
of the largenumbersofprojections are desired, there is much less
true counts. Finally, the PMT high voltage and pre-ampli
error introduced by rebinningcontinuous mode data, and
fier gains should either be stable for a week or longer (to the amount of time required for cycling in the step and
permit relatively infrequent uniformity calibrations) or con
shoot mode becomes prohibitive. The current trend is in
trolled with auto-tune techniques.
the direction of more, rather than fewer projections, so
continuous mode scanning may be the method of choice. It

Procedural Factors

should be noted that the angular sampling size also de
pends on the size of the reconstructed image pixel.
As previously cited, there are a variety of factors that
of a contemporary multiheaded SPECF system with a
high-resolution collimator can be quite good. Close to the determine the quality of a SPEC!' image. These factors
camera face, a FWHM of 6 mm is not unusual. The planar include pixel size, zoom factor, desired level of resolution,
image pixel size is determined by the dimensions of the number of views, patient size and scanning time. In addi
planar image and the zoom factor. The reconstructed im tion, these factors are also interrelated, some are more
age pixel size is determinedby the factors which determine important than others. With conventional SPECF, scan
the planar image size as well as such factors as distance ning time is the limiting factor in most cases. Current
between the patient and the collimator and type of coffi
experience indicates that the signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) of
mator. According to the sampling theorem of signal pro the reconstruction is most directly affected by the total
cessing, one should select the pixel size to be no largerthan counts in the sinogram. The numberof angles will depend
one-half the dimension of the smallest detail that can be upon the camera resolution and the size of the patient, or
resolved by the camera (39). Also, as long as none of the equivalently, the distance from the axis of rotation to the
views contain truncated projections, the zoom factor ROI.Thelargerthepatient,themoreviewswillbe needed.
should be as large as possible, because there is no advan To accomplish this while keeping the overall scan time to a
tage to imagingempty space. As a ruleofthumb, it is better reasonable interval, one can reduce the time for each view.
to select a pixel dimension that is too small. A pixel dimen The planarprojections may look too noisy, but the recon
sion that does not meet the requirementsof the sampling structionsneed not reflectthis. An operatingprinciplethat
theorem (too large) will result in planar images that are is beginning to emerge is that projection data that are
aliased. This aliasingwill be amplifiedin the reconstruction optimalfor quantitativeSPEC!' are not necessarily optimal
for a planarstudy. For 360Â°
SPEC!', the optimalnumberof
as artifacts.
The number of views or projection angles can have a projections that will prevent angularaliasing in the recon
critical effect upon SPEC!' quantitation. Obviously, one struction is:
must have a certain number of projections, since one pro
jection is sufficientto reconstructobjects only with circular
N irD/Ã¶x,
Eq.5
symmetry, two views 90Â°
apart are sufficient to reconstruct
an object that varies as the cosine of the projection angle, where N is the # of projection angles in 360Â°,D is the
and so on. Too many projection angles, however, result in diameterof the FOV (or diameterof a circle enclosing the
planarimages with reduced counts, so it appearsas if there region of interest) and 8x is smallest linear dimension that
is a tradeoff between the number of views and the noise can be resolved by the camera (40â€”42).Of course, the
level in each view. From first principles, why should we pixel size should also be less than Ã´x/2.Using fewer pro
expect a planar projectionimagethat is optimalfor planar jections may result in radialstreaks at the peripheryof the
imagingto be optimalfor tomography?Certainlythe over reconstruction, but it should be kept in mind that recon
all noiselevel is important. The overall constrainingfactor struction algorithmsvary somewhat in their robustness to
in SPEC!' is total image time, both to minimize patient angular undersampling. Also, the type of restoration filter
motion and to require that scanning time be short com ing used will have an effect upon the minimumnumber of
pared to the biological half-life of the functional agent. In angles.
Optimized Imaging Parameteri. The system resolution
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With the availability of nonstationaiy Fourier noise ifi
ters, satisfactory compensation for the nonstationarynoise
of radionucide images is possible. Therefore, the total
counts per pixel or even total counts per planar image is
not as crucial a factor for quantitative imaging as it once
was. Thus, it is probably best to select the pixel size that
satisfies the sampling theorem. One can be sure that the
aliasing resulting from a mismatch between pixel size and
FWHM would propagate as artifacts into the reconstruc
tion. The reduced counts in each planar projection, how
ever, will affect a count dependent two-dimensional Metz
or Wiener ifiter, causing the filter to use a lower cutoff
frequency, thereby causing a loss of resolution recovery.
One possible solution is to retune the ifiter for more reso
lution recovery. A more satisfactory answer is possibly to
filter afterwards with a three-dimensional count/image-dc
pendent Metz or Wiener filter, but the noise energy spec
trum of the reconstructed SPECF image is not well under
stood and is an area of active research. Glick (43) and
Moore (35) have studied the noise energy spectrum of
SPECF reconstructions.
Elliptical OthiLc Versus Circidar Othit@c.Everything else

being equal, the orbit that follows the patient's contour is
probably the best. With this type of orbit, camera resolu
tion is optimized as is count rate. While camera manufac
turersprovide the ability to use contour-followingorbits as
well as effiptical and circular orbits in many cases, the
resulting images using contour orbits are not necessarily
better. It has been reported in the literature that circular
orbits are better than elliptical orbits for @Â°â€˜Tl
cardiac

@

tion factor obtained from initialphantom studies by updat
ing the sensitivity measurement (40,46).
The foundation for quantitative SPEC!' is OC and call
bration. The routine aspects of calibration are becoming
easier as hardware improves. Calibrationfor quantitative
SPECF is an exhaustive process that begins with resolving
time measurements and ends, if at all, with quantitative
measurements of radionudide concentration in phantom
studies and validation with animal studies and patient bi
opsies.
Iterative and Noniterative Algorithms
Reconstruction and image restoration in SPECF may be
performed in a number of ways. Two broad lines of ap
proach have emergedwhich we referto as the iterative and

nomterativealgorithms.
In essence the reconstructionproblem involves solving:
Eq.6

P1= :@.:

where P1is the projection data for a single slice at an angle

I, Y@is the activityin cell j of an imageand W@is the
contribution

of pixel U) to the projection

(i).

The Wgrepresents for a given projectiononly the cells in
the true image along a straight line across the image at an
angle (i) will contribute to P.. Thus, W (weighting factors)
will depend on the interpolation since the projection lines
will be at angles to the true image and entire pixels will not

be intheprojectionpath.Foragiveninterpolationscheme,

the W are constants.
The noniterative routines provide an analytical solution
SPEC!' (44). Otherstudies, e.g., Keyes (45) have not to the above problem. Filtered backprojectionis a member
supported this conclusion. Improvement in SPECT reso of this class of solution.
lution and image quality with contour-following orbits or
if one considers the problem further, it can be under
elliptical orbits is dependent upon the quality of the recon
stood that the counts emitted at some position do not
struction algorithm in conjunction with the stability of the necessarily make it to the detector position i, i.e., photons
SPECF cameras gantry and collimator design. For exam
can be scattered, attenuated, absorbed by the collimator,
plc, spatially variant detector response will cause artifacts not detected, etc. It is possible to take these conditions into
in the reconstructed images if effipticalor contour-follow account with:
ing orbits are used.
P1=
Eq.7
Calibration. Until recently, the most important problem
in reproducibilitywas the mechanical and electronic sta
bility of the imaging system. With a well-tuned SPECF

J

The C13represent the weighting factors discussed above
in addition to the physics of the problem and are thus
with each scan is a sensitivity measurement. Center of associated with the probabilitythat a photon at a given cell
rotation measurements, uniformity floods and linearity (j) in the image will make it to the detector at some position
checks may be done weekly or at longer intervals. Some (i) and be registered in that projection. In essence the
other measurements, such as z-axis (long-axis) alignment, model of scatter and detector response as well as attenua
depend on the system, and whether the heads rotate. Here tion processes is put into the problem. The Cg are con
the judgment of the physicist responsible for QC and the stants for a given image set. A solution to the problem is
obtained through an iterative process for the desired true
recommendations of the manufacturer are crucial. Some
other measurements, such as camera resolving time, can distribution of activity Y.
The iterative approach to solving ill-posed problems is
be made at still longer intervals.
Sensitivity measurements, on the other hand, can vary found in many disciplines and is based on the tried-and
by as much as 10% on a daily basis even in the most true approach of discretizing the fundamental equations as
carefully regulated environment. Since none of the other a system of linear equations. The basic premise of all
iterative algorithms is the process to match the measured
factors vary substantially, it is possible to update a calibra
system, the only QC measurement that needs to be done
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image projections to the estimated projections. The esti
1.6
mated projections are determined from an initial recon
struction and are compared to the original data. The dif
ferences between the two datasets is used to correct the
estimated projections. This cycle is repeated until the dif
ference between the originalprojections and the estimated
projections is smaller than some desired limit.
The maximum likelihood-expectation maximization
(ML-EM) and the conjugate gradient (CG) methods are the
most notable of these iterative techniques. The ML-EM
algorithmuses the maximum likelihood technique to max
imize the expected value for a given cell; that is, find the
-10
.5
0
5
10
best average value taking into account the statistical fluc
Reconstructlonsof a UniformCrossSection
tuations involved. Poisson statistics are ideally suited for
Using the Post CorrectionAlgorithm
the maximum likelihood process and thus, the ML-EM
technique has a good statistical and physical basis for the FiGURE 4. Reconstructionof a uniformcross sectionu@ngthe
solution of the reconstruction process. It possesses other postcxxrectlonalgorithm.(A)A uniformcyfinderof diameter30.7cm.
(C)The postcorre@Ion
algo
desirable characteristics, such as nonnegativity of iterates (B)Reconstru@onwithoutaftenua@on.
rlthmappliedto (B).Attenuationcoefficient= 0.147cnr1.
and a less approximatemodel of photon noise than the chi
square statistic. In addition, the iterative methods can in
corporate a model of scatter and detector response as well Figure 4. The overall effect is to underestimate the source
as compensate for uniformattenuation. On the other hand, distribution. Filtered backprojection involves three steps:
a high price is paid on two accounts: (a) it is slow to
1. Fourier transform of the projection sinogram with
converge and (b) it is sensitive to the initial solution. One
respect to the slice coordinate.
might reasonably expect a robust iterative method to be
2. This transformedprojection is multiplied by a ramp
relatively insensitive to the initial solution. Then, a rela
filter and inversely transformed back to sinogram
tively close image obtained by filtered backprojection
space.
could be refined by ML-EM, but because of the persis
3. Thesefiltered projections are finally backprojected.
tence phenomenon, this is not possibleâ€”theartifactsof the
According to the central slice theorem (48â€”50),
the one
ifitered backprojectionimage persist as well. The only ini
dimensional
Fouriertransformof
the
projection
data
maps
tial guess that seems to work consistently well with
out
the
two-dimensionalFouriertransformof
the
object
on
ML-EM is the flat image (BMW Tsui, personal communi
a
polargrid.Thus,
the
three
steps
offiltered
backprojection
cation; 1991) (47). The CG method, on the other hand,
while not endowed with such attributes as nonnegativity, are equivalent to the two-dimensional inverse Fourier
transform of the object. The ramp filter can be physically
converges a great deal faster than ML-EM.
Noniterative algorithms are less frequently used in the interpretedas the area function for converting the rectiin
solution of ill-posed problems. Most often, the problem ear pixels of the one-dimensional Fourier transformof the
does not lend itself to this treatment; the mathematical projection data to polar pixels of the two-dimensional Fou
descriptionof the problemis often too complex for existing ncr transformof the object.
There is no general agreementwhether any of the algo
techniques of analysis. Intrinsically, these methods are
rithms
mentioned can be used alone as an element of a
computationally efficient, though not particularlyeasy to
reconstruction
protocol for quantitative SPEC!'. Two of
code. For SPECF, the noniterative algorithms of current
these
algorithms,
CHT and Bellini, are based on the ener
interest are the so-called intrinsicalgorithmsthat are based
gy-distance
principle
(EDP). The EDP allows for a fre
on the exact solution for uniformattenuationwithin a con
quency
space
interpretationof
attenuation, spatially-vary
vex body. This list includes the circular harmonic trans
ing collimator resolution, scatter and noise. Although the
form (CHT), the Bellini algorithm,exponentially-weighted
Bellini algorithm has been described as a preprocessing
ifitered backprojection (EWBP), the Schneiberg CHT al
method, it is mathematically identical to the CHT with
gorithm and the Tanaka algorithm.
EDP (50). These methods, however, have not been used to
Filtered backprojection itself is often used as a zeroth
compensate for nonuniform attenuation to date.
estimate of the radionucide distribution in SPEC!', it is
also the most important noniterative reconstruction
ReconstructIon/CompensatIon Methods
method as it is the basis for reconstruction algorithms in
Aaenuation. The most important physical factor affect
clinical use. It is quantitative only if there is negligible ing SPECT is the attenuationof photons in the body. The
attenuation of the source distribution. A uniform disk of extent of photon attenuation can be appreciated from the
activity within a uniform attenuation medium of the same fact that the half-value layer for 140 keY photons through
shape is reconstructed with filtered backprojection in soft-tissue is on the order of 4.5 cm for narrow beam

)
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ness andweakly dependenton source thickness and source
depth.
The geometric mean and arithmeticmean compensation
methods are easy to implement and work well for a single
radioactive source in a uniform attenuatingmedium. The
drawbacks of preprocessing methods occur in situations
where multiple sources are involved and knowledge of
response function of the detector system, we can obtain source thickness and source depth is required. The geo
high fidelity SPECT images for improved clinical diagnosis metric mean method tends to give connectingcount den
and accurate estimation of radioactivity in vivo.
sity between isolated radioactive sources in the recon
In SPEC!', the attenuated radon transform, which in structed image. The arithmetic mean method shows
cludes the effect of photon attenuation, is given by:
decreased count density towards the center of the recon
structed image, indicatingthe dependence of source depth.
(+a
t@L@x,y)
The preprocessing method proposed by Bellini (56)
p(r, 0) =
ds f(x, y) exp â€”
@(u,v),
compensates for attenuationby appropriatelyshifting and
Jâ€”a
Jo
smoothing the Fourier transform of the sinogram of the
Eq. 8 projection data. The reconstructed image is quantitatively
accurate even for multiple sources and without the prob
where f(x, y) represents the object distributionat location lems associated with the geometric mean and arithmetic
(x, y) and p(r, 0) represents the projection data at angle 0 mean compensation methods (57).
and position r, @4u,v) is the attenuation coefficient at
Intiinsic Methods. With intrinsic compensation meth
position (u, v), and Ux, y) is the distance fromthe point (x, ods, a solution for the attenuatedradon transformgiven in
y) to the detectoralongthe projectionray.
Equation 8 is derived for uniformattenuation, i.e., @&(x,
y)
The goal of all attenuation compensation methods is to = /L i5 a constant,
of a convex-shaped
medium
(58 and
seek a solution for the attenuatedradon transformgiven in King MA, perwnal communkation,
1991). The compen
Equation 8 such that an accurate estimate of the object sation method involves multiplying the projection data
distributionf(x, y) can be obtained. An analyticsolution for with an exponential function whose exponent is a function
the general form of Equation 8 is difficultand has not been of body thickness, filteringwith a modified ramp filter in
found (51). Practical attenuation compensation methods the frequency domain, and backprojectingthe filtered pro
can be grouped into two general categories. In the first jections with an exponential weighting. The modified ramp
category, an assumption is made that the attenuation co
filter is the same as the regular ramp filter, except that its
efficient throughoutthe portion of the body to be imaged is value is zero in the frequency range between zero and
uniform, i.e. @(u,
v) = @&
is a constant. The second cate
;il2ir.
gory of attenuation methods address situations where the
The intrinsic compensation method is simple to imple
attenuation distributionin the body is nonuniform.
ment and works well even for multiple sources. It tends,
Compensation Methods for Uniform Attenuation. The
however, to amplify noise in the projection data onto the
assumption of uniformattenuationcan be applied to imag reconstructed image. Application of a smoothing filter is
ing of the head and abdomen areas where most body con necessary to control for the reconstructed image noise
stituents are soft-tissue types with similar attenuation co
(58). Furthermore, the modified filter can be designed to
efficients. Compensation methods for uniform attenuation smooth out noise and to reduce image distortions (59).
geometry. if not compensated for, the reconstructed image
wifi be quantitatively inaccurate when compared to the
actual object distributionand in some cases may generate
undesirableimage artifactsand distortions. Thus, accurate
compensation for photon attenuationis essential in SPECF
image reconstruction and processing. Together with com
pensation for other physical factors such as scatter and

@

can be divided into three general classes, namely prepro
ceasing, intrinsic and postprocessing methods, according to
its applicationbefore, during and after reconstruction,re

spectively.
Preprocessing

Methods.

In preprocessing

methods,

at

tenuation compensation is applied to the projection data
before reconstruction (52â€”54).
Typically, these methods
make use of conjugate counting techniques which have
been used in quantitative measurement of radioactivity in
vivo using conventional nuclear medicine imaging tech
niques

(55). The methods

assume

that the radioactivity

withinthe source is uniformlydistributedand the attenua
tion coefficient is constant throughoutthe body. The geo

metricmeanof the conjugateviewsis largelydependenton
the body thickness, weakly dependent on the source thick
ness, and independentof source depth. On the other hand,
the arithmeticmean is largely dependent upon body thick
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Postprocessing

Method@ In the postprocessing

method

proposed by Chang (60), the measured projection data are
first reconstructed without attenuation compensation. A
correction factor is calculated at each image point as the
average attenuation factor over all projection angles. For
uniformattenuation, knowledge of the average attenuation
coefficient and of the body contour is required. For non

uniform attenuation, the correction factor can be calcu
lated from the known attenuationdistribution.The recon
structed image is multiplied by the correction factors to
compensate

for attenuation.

The compensation

method

tends to overcorrect some parts and undercorrectothers of
the image, especially when the object consists of an cx
tended source. An iterative scheme is proposed to improve
the accuracy of the compensation.
The Chang algorithmis exact for a single point source.
As the source distribution becomes larger, the error be
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FiGURE 5. Simtiatlon studydemonstrathgthe effectivenessof variousuniformattenuationcompensationmethods.(A) Left phantom

Imageof radloactMty
distrIbution
and (right)reconstructed
imageobtainedfromthe FB methodwithoutattenuation
compensation.
(B)
ReCOnStrUcted
images obtainedfrom preprocessingmethods using geomethcmean (upper lefi@and aÃ±thmetlc
mean (upper rIght@

technkiues,
Qowerleftytheintrln&C
methodand(lower @ght@
thepostprocessing
method.(C)Profilesthroughthecentersoftherac@oactWe
sources ofthe reconstructedimagesin (B).

comes serious. For a uniform disk of activity in a uniform
attenuating medium of the same shape, the error at the
center is about 40%,and the errorat the edge is about 60%,
going to infinity (the postcorrection algorithmhas a singu
larity at the edge of the uniform disk). The edge artifact is
reduced by the blurringeffect of the SPRF (Fig. 4). This

figurewas based on both an analyticalsolutionand simu
lation for the post correction algorithm and the source
attenuatordistribution.The analytical solution is based on
the continuous limit (arbitrarilysmall pixel sizes and con
tinuous scanning). So as resolution in SPECT imagingsys
tems improves, the error will become more apparent. Of
course, one may use the iterated post correction method,
but noise is amplifiedin a reconstruction that is somewhat
noisy to start with. The postcorrection method, however,
often yields good qualitative information, especially for
focal distributions, and good contrast for cold lesions, be
cause the uncorrected image, which is reconstructedwith
out attenuation, is count poor, so cold lesions are fairly
accurately imaged, provided that these lesions are not sur
rounded by large areas of relatively high background ac
tivity.

In general, the postprocessing compensation method
performs well for uniform attenuation situations. With
noisy data, this method tends to amplify image noise at

high iteration numbers. Also, the method produces image
features which fluctuate with the iterative number. For
these reasons, no more than one or two iterations are
recommended.
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Figure 5 shows the results from a simulation study dem
onstrating the effectiveness ofvarious uniform attenuation
compensation methods. The simulated phantom consists
of two 5.75 cm diametercircularlyshaped uniformsources
of
@Tc
embedded in a 35-cm diameter circularly shaped
uniform attenuating medium. The centers of the circular
sources are positioned at the center and 9.5 cm off-center
of the attenuatingmedium. The projection data are noise
free and are generated, includingthe effects of the uniform
attenuatingmedium and a high-resolutioncollimator, at a
radius-of-rotation of 17.5 cm. There are 128 projection
views over 360Â°.
The images are reconstructed in 64 x 64

matrices. The left imagein FigureSA shows the phantom
image of radioactivitydistributionand the rightone shows
the reconstructed image obtained from the filtered back
projection method without attenuation compensation, in
dicating the degree of inaccurate quantitation.
Figure SB shows reconstructed images obtained from
preprocessing methods using the geometric mean (upper
left) and arithmeticmean (upper right) techniques, the in
trmnsic method

(lower left), and the postprocessing

method

(lower right). Figure SC shows profflesthroughthe centers
of the radioactive sources of the reconstructed images in
Figure SB.
In general, the compensation methods provide good
quantitative accuracy. The arithmetic mean method pre
sents the most uneven radioactivity distribution between
the two sources, presumably due to the dependence of
source depth in the compensation algorithm. In the recon
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structed image obtained from the geometric mean method,
the highest connecting count density between the isolated
sources is found. The intrinsic compensation method de
picts image artifactstowards the edge of the image even in
the noise-free case. The postprocessing method provides a
good reconstructed image with some unevenness over the
flat part of the radioactive source distribution.
Comper@ation Methods

for Nonwufonn

Attenuation.

Compensation methods for nonuniform attenuation are im

portant in SPEC!' imagingof the heart and lungswhere the
thoracic region consists of muscle, bone and lung tissues,
each with different attenuation coefficients. Since an ana
lytic solution of the attenuated Radon transform is unavail
able, compensation methods in this situation involve ap
proximation schemes or iterative reconstruction methods
(60â€”73).Also, knowledge

of the attenuation

coefficient

distribution through experimental measurement is neces
sary.
An effective method to compensate for nonuniform at
tenuation is the Chang algorithmwhich includes the atten
uation distributionin the calculation of the correction fac
tor (49,67-71). The advantageof the compensation method

C

is its fast processing time. Overall good quantitative accu

racy can be obtained in one iteration. The method tends to
produce image features which vary with iteration and en
hanced image noise at high iteration numbers (70).
Another approach to compensating for nonuniform at
tenuation in SPEC!' is the use of a new class of reconstruc
tion methods which utilize iterative algorithms. These al
gorithms are derived from statistical criteria and estimate
the reconstructed image from the measured projectiondata
using parameterestimation techniques. Examples of itera
tive reconstruction algorithmsinclude the ML-EM (74,75),
WLS-CG (weighted least squares with conjugate gradient)
(76) and MAP-EM (maximum a posteriori with expecta
tion-maximization)

(77) algorithms.

A projectorandbackprojectorpairare requiredin the
iterative reconstruction method. By modeling the imaging
process in the projector and backprojector pair, image de
grading factors such as photon attenuation, detector re
sponse function and scatter can be compensated accu
rately. For example, the exact attenuationmap throughthe
patient can be incorporated into the projector and back
projector pair (66) for accurate compensation of nonuni
form attenuation in liver and cardiac SPEC!' imaging
(67, 72, 73) and in tumor dosimetry calculation (78). A pro

vaÃ±ous
nonun@orm
attenuationcompensatlonmethods.(A)Leftim
age: simulatedphantomdedvedfrom a patientCT im@e of the

card@c-chestreg@nand transformedinto attenuationcoefficient
disthbutionof 20111
for useinthe imagereconstruction.Rightimage:

Simulated20111uptake in the myocardiumand lungs. Nolsefree
emissionprojectiondata are generated,indudingthe effectsof the
nonuniformattenuationd@tributIon
anda general-purposecollimator
at a radius-of-rotationof 22.5 cm. (B) Reconstructedimages ob
tamedwith:(upperleft)the FB methodwithoutattenuationcompen

satlon,(upperhght@
the Changalgorithmassuminguniformattenu
abonwfthinthe bodycontour,Qowerleft)the Changaigorfthmusing
nonuniformattenuationdistiibtthonin (A)and Qowerright)the ftera
tiveML-EMa@o@thm
wh@hincorporatesthenonuniformattenuation

distribution
intheprojection-backprojection
process.(C)Horizontal
profilesthroughthe centerof the heartof the reconstructedimages
in (B).

satisfactory reconstructed image quality. The exact num
ber of iterations required depends upon the convergence
properties of the particular iterative algorithm in use (71).
Advances in the development of iterative algorithms and
computational hardware have brought these iterative re
construction methods close to clinical use.
Figure 6 shows the results from a simulation study dem

jector and backprojector pair which model both attenua
tion and detector response has been shown to provide
improved quantitative accuracy, spatial resolution and de
onstrating the effectiveness
of various nonuniform
attenu
creased noise in the reconstructed image (73).
The iterative reconstruction methods are inherently ation compensation methods. The attenuation distribution
computationallyintensive. Each iterationstep consists of a shown in the left image of Figure 6A is derived from a
projection and a backprojectionstep requiringabout twice patient's cardiac-chest region CF image and transformed
as many computations as the filtered backprojection algo into attenuation coefficient distribution of 201'flfor use in
rithm. Projectors and backprojectorswhich model the im the image reconstruction. The right image in Figure 6B
uptake in the myocardium and
aging process require even more calculations. Further shows the simulated @Â°â€˜Tl
more, multiple iterations are necessary to achieve lungs. The noise-free emission projection data are gener
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ated, including the effects of the nonuniform attenuation
distributionand a general-purposecollimator at a radiusof
rotation of 22.5 cm. There are 64 projection views over
180Â°
(45Â°
LPO to 45Â°
RAO) with reconstruction in 64 x 64
matrices.
Figure 6B shows the reconstructed images obtained
from various reconstruction and compensation methods.
Figure 6C shows the horizontal profiles throughthe center
of the heart of the reconstructed images in Figure 6A. In
Figure 6A, the image in the upper left is obtained from the
ifiteredbackgroundalgorithmwithout attenuationcompen
sation indicatingthe degree of inaccuratequantitation.The
image in the upper right is obtained from the Chang algo
rithm assuming uniform attenuation within the body con
tour. The image depicts the resulting image quality when
the simplistic but inaccurate assumption about the attenu
ation distributionis used. The images in the lower left and
lower right are obtained from the Chang algorithm after
one iteration and the iterative ML-EM algorithmafter 100
iterations, respectively, both utilizing the nonuniform at
tenuation distribution in Figure 6A. The images demon
strate the generally high quantitative accuracy obtained
from the attenuation compensation methods.
The Ene,@' DLctance Pthzc@pk. The EDP, or frequency

distance relationship, is a novel and useful approach to
SPEC!' reconstructionand imageprocessing. It is based on
Fourier analysis and the CHT. One first reorganizes the
SPEC!' projections into sinograms. A sinogram is a two
dimensional angle-slice image of the projection data in
which a point source traces out a sine wave. A slice con
taining multiple point sources will generate a sinogram that
is the superposition of many sine waves. Next, one takes
the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the sinogram
with respect to the projection angle and the slice coordi
nate. Because of the periodic nature of the sinogramwith
respect to angle, we have to take care to get the correct
numerical implementation of the Fourier transform (52).
Results are best if zero fill is not used in the applicationof
the FFT with respect to projection angle. The resulting
transformis the circular harmonic transform.The Fourier
transformwith respect to the slice variable is a transformof
nonperiodic data. We call this special case of the two
dimensional Fourier transform the CHT-FT of the sino
gram.
This algorithm makes use of interpolation in both fre
quency space and projectionspace. Interpolationis accom
plished efficiently by the use of FFT interpolation, which
did not come into existence until the early 1980's (79). The
EDP was not recognized until the mid 1980's in the pio
neering work of Edholm et al. (80). Since that time, it has

been applied to various problems in SPEC!', includingthe
development of spatially-variantFourier transform resto
rationof spatially-varyingcollimatorresolution (81), deter
mining missing projections for hexagonal PET detector
arrays (51) and the CHT algorithm with EDP (40,52).
Without the use of the EDP, the CHT algorithmis equiv
alent to and as sensitive to noise as the EWBP. With the
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EDP, the exact solution is retained but S/N in the recon
structed image is improvedby a factor of three. This trans
lates into an improvementin sensitivity by a factor of nine.
In the techniques for the deconvolution of collimator
blur, the CHT-SPECF and Bellini algorithmsall utilize the
translation variant approach to Fourier transform image
reconstruction and restoration.
SCAliER

In addition to the methods just discussed to develop
quantitative SPEC!' imaging, one further correction that
mustbe implementedis scatter.Apart from iterative meth
ods which can, in principle, incorporate a scatter correc
tion, most other attenuationmethods do not handle scatter
and therefore do not provide exact compensation to gen
crate a correct quantitativereconstructionof SPEC!' data.
To correct for scatter, various techniques have been pro
posed based on assumptions concerning the characteristics
of the scatter radiation. These assumptions were made to
derive efficient methods to correct for scatter.
Stationa,y Assumption.

The easiest and fastest method

to correct for scatter is the use of a stationary assumption.
In the stationary assumption, the scatter is assumed to be
both analytically defined and also not dependent on the
source distributionof radioactivity, variations in the scat

tering material, source position in the scattering medium
and position (distance and angle) of the detector (camera
head). Scatter is likewise assumed to be linearwith respect
to the source strength.
The stationary assumption provides an easy framework
in which to apply simple scatter correction algorithms
which are fast; however, this assumption breaks down for
complex sources or attenuation distributions. The quanti
tative images produced can vary widely in their accuracy

(10%â€”45%)
and probablydo not approachthe truthfor the
determinationof tissue activity in most clinical cases.
Current methods using the stationary assumption for
scatter correction include the use of dual-window tech
niques and convolution and deconvolution techniques,
(e.g., Tanaka's algorithm(62), Makaiet al. (82). The dual
window techniques [e.g., Jaszczak et al. (83), Manglos et
al. (84), Koral et al. (85), Gilardi et al. (86)] make the
assumptionthat if a window is chosen in a regionbelow the

nonscattereddata window,the activitywithinthis window
is due solely to scatter. Makingthe stationary assumption,
then, it is assumed that a fraction of the activity measured
in this window, k, can be subtracted from the photopeak
window to correct for scatter. The value of k is considered
constant in this model. The number of counts subtracted
from the photopeak window will be proportional to the
counts collected within the scatter window. As the amount
of scatter within a system increases, the numberof counts
within the scatter window will also increase. Typical val
ues of k are 0.4 to 06. This implies that 40%â€”60%
of the
counts in the photopeak window is due to scatter.
Problems with the dual-window technique include the
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assumptionthatk is constant. In actuality, k should change tered energy peak. By shifting the window to the high
as a function of angle aroundthe patient, the distance from energy side of the decay peak, scatter is reduced in this
the source to the surface of the patient and the tissues window. Residual scatter is removed by using a lower
between the source and the surface of the patient. The energy scatter window which is not necessarily the same
scatter properties of different tissues can vary by 20%â€” size as the nonscatter window. By using the asymmetric
50%. Because of this, the dual-window technique is gener
window, scatter is removed in a manner which is depen
ally considered unsuitable for scatter correction for quan
dent upon source geometry and object size.
titative purposes. It will, however, improve image
The modified dual-window technique (88) is basically
contrast.
the same as described under the stationary assumption,
The convolution techniques by Tanaka et al. (62) and except that the value of k can vary as a function of angle
Yanch et al. (87) are limited by the assumption of station around the patient. The value ofk can also depend on other
arity. The convolution methods, however, do a more exact parameters, which makes the model more dependent on
modeling of the human body and can be iterative, which patient characteristics.
improves the qualityofscatter correction. The convolution
The Gaussian subtractiontechnique (89) is based on the
techniques apply a model for scatter compensation in co
fact that if no scatter is present, the energy peak for an
ordinate space. The technique uses a model/mathematical isotope should be basically Gaussian in shape. In this
formulawhich describes the correction needed using coor model, a Gaussian function is fitted to the high energy side
dinate space not directly dependent upon the frequency.
of the emission peak. The parameters determined for the
The deconvolution techniques remove scatter from the Gaussian function are used to determine the number of
image data by making assumptions concerning the charac
good counts within the standard 15% or 20% energy win
teristics of scatter for a particular camera system and pa
dow.
tient. For example, the photopeak PSF will be assumed to
A technique similar to the Gaussian subtraction tech
be Gaussian in shape, but the scattered PSFWiIInot and, in nique is the dual-photopeak window method developed by
addition,will have a shape dependent upon the depth of the King et al. (96). This technique is also based on the hy
source. By creating a model for the shape of the nonscat pothesis that the lower partof the photopeak will contain a
tered and the scattered PSF and using deconvolution tech significant amount of scatter, while the upper energy por
niques, the model hopes to remove scatter from the data. tion of the photopeak will be relatively scatter free. This
This technique does assume that the scatter is well be
technique estimates the ratio between two nonoverlapping
haved and that the scattering material is uniform through energywindowswhich cover the photopeak to determine
out the patient.
the scatter fraction. The scatter fraction is determined as:
In general, the stationary assumption models provide a
quick and easy method to correct for scatter, but the mod
SF = AR? Ã·C,
Eq.9
els are not very accurate. These models are best for im
proving image quality if quantitative imaging is not neces
where SF is the scatter fraction, A, B and C are determined
sary, but ease of use and speed are important.
by regression analysis fromcalibrationstudies and R@is the
Nonstationa,y Assumption. The nonstationaiy assump
ratio of corrected counts in the lower energy window di
tion for scatter is a more realistic scatter mode. In this vided by the upper window. The resulting scatter fractions
case, the scatter is assumed to be dependent upon source are used to correct the standardSPECT images for scatter
locations, object size, detector angle, etc. The model used compensation. Examples of the effectiveness of scatter
is not an exact representation, but is more sophisticated compensation are shown in Figures 7â€”9.
In each of these
than the stationary assumption. The use of this type of figures the application of scatter compensation has im
model produces a better scatter correction, but in most proved image quality, particularly contrast; quantitative
cases the results still do not match the actual distribution
accuracy, however, is estimated to be 15%.
Holospectral imaging (92) is another technique based on
precisely.
Various methods/models have been developed under the an analysis of energy spectra. This technique is an energy
nonstationaryassumption. These include the use of asym space method which uses principal-componentanalysis to
metric dual-energy windows, a modification of the dual attempt to separate scattered from unscattered photons.
window technique, Koral et al. (88), Gaussian subtraction This technique is more computationally intensive than the
method (89), Ljungberg'smethod (90,97) and holospectral Gaussian subtractiontechnique and, in addition, allows the
imaging (92) among others such as factor analysis of dy use of photons lower than the emitted energy which have
namic structures (93,94). In addition, energy specific cor not scattered within the patient but within the NaI(Tl)
rection algorithms have been developed to determine the crystal or collimator to be accepted, thereby potentially

amountof scatter fromthe energyspectra and use this data

improving precisiolL The use of multiple energy windows,

however, may provide practical problems for implement
The asymmetricdual-energywindows are a modification ing this method with many of today's gamma cameras,
of standard dual-windows techniques. The modification which are unable to correct for linearity and energy sepa
includes the use of an asymmetricwindow for the nonscat rately in many different energy windows.
to correct for scatter (95).

@
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source positions, the amount of scatter is estimated from
the simulations. The estimated scatter contribution is sub
tracted from the projection data prior to attenuation cor
rection and reconstruction. The authors report accuracies
within Â±10% of true activities.
In general, the nonstationary models are more exact
than the stationary models for producing better images,
e.g., more accurate contrast and better quantitation. How
well these models reproduce the truth for tissue activity
still needs to be determined for clinically realistic distribu
tions. The disadvantagesof these models are the increased
complexity to apply them and increased processing time.
In addition, models such as Holospectral imaging and
Gaussian subtraction also require the use of multiple-en
ergy windows.
&perÃ¼nental Methods.

The final nonstationary model to be described is the
Ljungberg method (90,91). This technique corrects for
scatterby usingMonte Carlo simulatedscatterline-spread
functions. The model simulates line-spread functions for
scatter as a function of position within a phantom or sub
ject. By using a reconstructed emission image to determine

W@r.@â€˜N.

5db P@.ts lu

energies

system

has

less than the emission

energy are given weights

less than one. In some cases, the weights from low-energy
photons can be negative.
This technique will correct for the number of scattered
events and will therefore improve image contrast. Its abil
ity to determinetrue tissue activity is unknown. This tech
nique, because of its weighting of the spectra, fits a non
stationary approximation.
Exact Nonstationa,yAssumptions.

Finally, the last gen

cmi method for scatter compensation is the exact nonsta
tionary assumption model. Models based on this principle
try to compensate for scatter by minimizing the use of
simplifying

@

One experimental

slicesthroughtheHoffmanbrainphantom.Imagesareuncorrected
ontopandcorrectedat bottom.Imagesscattercompensated
using been marketed by Siemens Gammasonics (97,98) (WAM
the methodof King.Thesame three-dimensional
postButterworth technique) to attempt scatter correction in real time. This
correctionis appliedto bothimageswithorder4.0, cutoff0.3 and a method, which is a pseudo nonstationary model, deter
pixal size of 2.7 mm. Imageswere acquiredwith a pair of 7.5% mines a weight based on energy for each photon detected.
windowsabuttedat the photopeakof
Photons whose energies are at or above the emission en
ergy are given weights greater than one and those with

assumptions

and model the scatter

interactions

fromfirstprinciples. As a class, these techniques are based
@r@ddFiGURE
!csttsr
@w
sc@t@
on iterative solutions and incorporate the physics of the
interactionsbetween photons and the scatteringmaterialor
@uIsftlonand
8. Rollo phantomimages usng the same
will
use the magnitude and shape of the scatter function as
fourdifferent
processingparameters(A). Four differentcontrastsand
a startingpoint. In addition,they make no assumptionas to
waterin sizespheresare placedIna waterbathwith 12.7cm
image.(Right)
front of the phantom. (Left) No scatter compensation,
the geometry involved. Therefore, these models will com
Scattercompensationusingthe methodof King.
pensate for scatter more accurately, but with more com
plexity and increased computation.
The basic method for the exact models is the simulta
neous compensation for attenuation and scatter with re
construction. The source activity for each pixel will be
determined by using all projections which can affect that
particular pixel simultaneously. In these methods, a priori
knowledge of the source distributionsis not necessary but
knowledge of the patient boundary (body contour), atten
uation distributionand imaging system characteristics are
required, e.g., knowledge of collimator divergence and
energy resolution.
,.*@
Examples of two methods that use this exact nonstation
FiGURE 9. Same images as in Figure 8 but wfth verticaland
a!),
assumption are Floyd's inverse Monte Carlo method
horizontalactMtycurvesthroughthe spheresto demonstratediffer
along with an
encesin contrast.(Agures7-9 proMed by M@haalA. King,PhD, and the Frey and Tsui methods (99â€”101),
University
of Massachusetts).
older, yet similar method by Msaki et al. (102).
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The inverse Monte Carlo method (103,104) uses Monte
Carlo techniques

to estimate

the amount and shape of

scatter from a known source distribution,scatteringobject
size and configuration.Monte Carlo algorithmmodels the
physics of Compton scatter and collimator divergence and
potentially coherent scatter; the algorithm can also model
the interactions of the source and scattered photons with
the camera collimator and Nal crystal. The inverse Monte
Carlo method is primarily based upon modeling the SPECT

system's characteristics using Monte Carlo techniques.
This includes energy resolution, radius ofrotation, etc. The
resulting set of linear equations is used to solve for the
activity distribution(image).
The inverse Monte Carlo model differs from the Ljung
berg method by exactly modeling the object size and scat
ter properties along with actual source distributions. The
Ljungberg model estimates line spread functions to esti
mate the scatter contribution. Both methods will improve
image contrast and both will provide tissue activity. The
inverse Monte Carlo model will, however, perform better
because it estimates the amount of scatter for each case
properly, whereas the Ljungberg method estimates aver
age scatter contribution only for a class of objects. It
should be noted, however, that the inverse Monte Carlo
method is slow since Monte Carlo calculations need to be
performed for each case.
The method of Frey and Tsui uses a predetermined
scatter response function to correct for scatter in a projec
tor-backprojectorpair iterative solution. This method uses
a slab derived scatter estimation to model the asymmetric
and the spatially variant scatter response function in uni
fonnly attenuating systems. The primary advantage of this
method is that scatter counts are not thrown away as in
other methods with the consequential increase in noise.
This method tries to returnscattered photons to their orig
inal trajectory, thus improving contrast without increased
noise. Another advantageof this method is that Monte
Carlo simulations do not need to be performed for each
object imaged. The use of the spatially variant scatter re
sponse function will provide better quantitative recon
structionof SPECF images. It can be appliedto any source
and object geometry with a convex shape. The initial re
suits of this techniqueshow that its estimationof the scat
ter response function is close to that predicted by Monte
Carlo calculations for simple phantom geometries. In one
case with actual phantom data, the error between the
counts within a source from actual data to the ML-EM
algorithmwith the slab derived scatter functions is small.
This method does have the potential, along with other
techniques, to improve quantitation in SPECT imaging.
One other drawback to this technique is that the time per
iterationis still too long for clinical use, but this should not
be a factor in the future.
Processing Methods: Edge Detection
Many nuclear medicine procedures rely on the determi
nation of boundaries that divide or segment an image into
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regions that are of specific diagnostic importance. Most
commonly, these boundaries are associated with the edges
of the radionucide distributionand define a closed region
from which volumes or activity quantitation is obtained.
Obtaining these edges is at the heart of the segmentation
process and the various methods can be classified by rules
used to define the edges. An early discussion of several
approaches originally developed for planar imagingwhich
were later extended to SPECT is given by Cahill (105).
Some specific applications of edge determination in
SPECT include the determination of left ventricular vol
ume, ejection fraction and mass (106,107), measuring in
farct size and mass (108â€”110),
determination of the ana
tomical boundaries for attenuation correction (111â€”114),
the determinationof volumes for three-dimensional treat
ment planning for internal radionudide therapy planning
and management (115) and for three-dimensional surface
and volume display which enhances the visualization of
physiological information (116). Boundary determination
is also assumingan important role in multimodal image
registrationin which knowing the spatial extent of an ROI
is essential to registering the images and correlation of
anatomical and functional information (117). The three
dimensional characteristics of SPECF allow for a more
natural approach to segmentation of regions of the body.
The ability to extract specific tomographicplanes from the
reconstructed images that contain the region to be exam
ined improves segmentation by removing the influence of
superimposed activity. Algorithms can then be restricted
to operate on the specific region in question. The same
technical limitations that degrade image quality influence
the accuracy of image segmentation methods (118).
The most common applications of segmentation to
SPEC!' images is for the determinationof the volume of a
region or the estimation of the activity contained within a
volume. Volume determination is three-dimensional by
definition

and therefore

SPECf

is well suited for this ap

plication. Volume informationcan be obtained from the set
of two-dimensional tomographic planes by determination
of the edges on each plane and subsequent stacking of
successive ROIs to generate the VOl. This approach is
limited since information about the edges in directions out
of the tomographicplane is not available. Recently, three
dimensional segmentation algorithms have been investi
gated for SPEC!' which attempt to use the information
from adjacent planes in determiningboundaries (119,120).
This approach is logical since it matches the three-dimen
sional characteristics of SPECT and exploits all the avail
able data.
Volume quantitationreduces to determiningthe number
of voxels belonging to the region to be quantified. The
number is then multiplied by the unit voxel volume to
obtain the total volume. This approach limits the possible
volume values to a multiple of the unit volume. More
sophisticated methods attempt to improve upon this ap
proach by use of interpolative background corrections to
improve the accuracy of quantitation(121,122). Interpola
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tion accounts for the partial volume effect in which the
voxel value contains a weighted sum of counts from the
differentclasses of object intersectingthe voxel, which can
include no object of interest (123). If activity quantitation
of an organ or lesion is the desired objective, the measured
value is still ultimately dependent upon a volume determi
nation. Once defined, the counts are summed within the
volume and related to the activity through a calibration

on or off assignment of the voxels based on the cutoff
criteria. The problemwith this method is that count infor
mation alone is generally not sufficient to segment various
regions accurately. Also, the physical factors that affect
image quality greatly affect the shape of the histogram
making segmentation from this relationship for a broad
rangeof imagingscenarios difficultat best. A more sophis
ticated group of methods known as adaptive gray-level
protocol.
histogram techniques uses statistical methods applied to
Edge determination methods for volume and activity the histogram to determine an optimal critical value for
quantitationin SPECF can be broadly classified as manual thresholding(127).
or operator-defined,semi-automatedand automated. Man
Typically, computationally determined boundaries will
ual methods have historically served the needs of most be displayed on a reference image for acceptance or rejec
procedures but have many limitations (110). These proce tion by the operator. Most commercial imaging systems
dures are time-consuming and are subject to inter and allow the interactive modification of boundaries after au
intra-operativevariations which compromise reproducibil tomated definitionor the assignment of new search param
ity and objectivity. The results are also dependentupon eters to improve the results. This fact reflects the limited
imaging system limitations such as variable resolution, ac
ability ofcurrent automated methods to perform accurately
quisition protocol, noise and reconstruction protocol. For under a variety of imaging conditions. As a result, there is
objects containing significant activity and isolated from currently no single method which works for a broad range
surroundingsources or surroundedby sources of relatively of studies and specific methods have been developed for
low activity, quantificationof counts or volume determi applicationto a given study type.
nation is less sensitive to boundary errors than when sur
Derivative-based methods are a computational approach
rounding activity obscures the object. For example, in that use information related to the rate of change of the
creasing the radius of a ROl which encompasses an radionudide distributionto locate and segment regions of
isolated source beyond the true boundary will affect the the image. Examples include the gradientoperator, Lapla
measured counts minimally as only background is added. cian, Sobel, and Robert's operators (122). In general, these
are computationalalgorithmsthat convert the image into a
This is less true for sources of low source-to-background
ratios. If significant adjacent or underlying activity is new set ofvalues (one for each voxel) related to the rate of
present, counts from these regions can spill into the ROl change of the count values. It assumes that regions where
due to the limited spatial resolution of the imagingsystem. count values change most rapidlyare associated with edges
This consideration is often reflected in the design of imag or boundaries of various regions. The methods related to
ing protocols which attempt to produce an optimal target first-derivativesof the image requirespecification of a fur
to-background activity ratio for improved detection and ther criterion such as a threshold value for segmentation.
The second-order derivative operations (e.g. Laplacian)
boundary determination.
Semi-automated methods require some intervention by use the maximum rate of change of the first derivative as
the operator, includingreducing the search to the immedi the criteria for edge definition (122) and therefore also
ate region of the object of interest. Once defined, an auto require operator intervention and are semi-automated
mated computational algorithm searches the region using methods.
its specific criteria to find the boundaries or produces a new

quantityat each pixel thatcan be used in furtherprocessing
to obtain the edges.Thresholding (124), modified thresh
olding methods (125) and methods related to derivative

RECOMMENDAtiONS

In this review of quantitative imaging for SPECF, we
have provided a comprehensive discussion of the mecha
automated techniques. Thresholding implies that the vox
nisms responsible for degradingSPECT images and meth
els belonging to the object of interest can be segmented ods to improve both image quality and quantitation. It is
from the image based on the magnitude of the measured possible that the reader might feel that it is not easy to
counts at the voxel or the magnitude of some quantity properly correct images for attenuation and scatter from
derived from the counts at the voxel such as a threshoiding readingthis report or that it might not be worth the effort.
of a gradient image. A commonly used computational de
We would have to disagree with this sentiment. The
vice for separating voxels based on the magnitude of effective implementation of attenuation correction and
counts is the gray-level histogram (125,126). In this ap some scatter compensation can improve image quality,
proach, the number of voxels with a given gray-level e.g., image resolution and contrast significantly. Because
(counts) are plotted against the gray-level values. Hope
of this, it is importantto correct SPECF images. The de
fully, a value or values can be found which separate the gree to which any given clinical facility will implement
voxels into discrete regions, thereby identifyingvoxeis to attenuation correction and scatter compensation will de
be quantified.In this way, boundariesare determinedby an pend upon upon the ability of personnel to develop these
operations

(120,126)

are the most commonly
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correction procedures. This requires a complete under
standingof the methods, theirpitfalls, as well as the ability
to verify the correct implementation of the chosen meth
ods. This thought then leads to differentrecommendations
for differentnuclear medicine groups.
Ideally, it is always desirable to correct images for all
errorsto produce quantitativeimages. Realistically, this is
not possible at this time. We would recommend that the
amount of correction be based on a given facility's ability
to detect errors in the compensation methods; most facil
ities should look first to improved image quality.
In general, it is highly advisable for all SPECT users to
study their QA/QC procedures carefully with the aim to
improve general image quality. It is also importantfor all
users to look at the clinically available software and decide
which reconstruction algorithms and which ifiters will pro
vide the best diagnostic images for a particularstudy. The
user will have to weigh their understandingof the various
reconstruction

algorithms

and filter methods

with the abil

Careful evaluation of the product is a must. Scatter com

pensation can be applied using one of the several tech
niques mentioned, e.g., King's method, dual-window,
Gaussian subtraction. These methods will only improve
image quality. Quantitative imaging is possible, but the
robustness and reliabilitywould have to be determinedfor
each case.
Finally, for both basic and clinical research projects at
facilities that have significantcomputational ability, use of
the ML-EM reconstruction or equivalent is a must with
scatter compensation applied. Scatter compensation can
be appliedwith the nonstationary assumption methods for
improved image quality, but for quantitative imaging, it is
recommended that one of the exact nonstationary models
be used. This is time consuming and difficult, but for ac
curate tissue characterization it is necessary at this time.
This will also follow in-house verification of the algorithms
used for quantitation.
It is to be expected as more research is completed in
quantitativeSPECF techniques that the more complicated
reconstruction algorithms and scatter compensation tech
niques will become more robust and therefore be useful in
less sophisticated clinics. Interestingly, manufacturersare

ity of their staff and systemsto produce consistent high
quality SPECF studies.
For small departments (with no physicist in-house and
perform few SPECT procedures except for decay correc
tion) it might not be prudentto performany improvements currently marketing attenuation correction techniques
at this time if the manufacturerdoesnot provide a simple based on measured patient attenuation maps. We would
softwareprocedure.The mainthrust for these departments encourage readers to review the article by Tsui et al. (128)
would be directed to excellent QA/OC of their systems, for more informationon quantitative SPEC1 imaging.
and urging equipment manufacturers to develop user
friendly, reasonable correction procedures. When depart
ments have a physicist at their disposal and perform a CUNICAL CONSIDERATiONS
significant number of SPECF procedures, correction for
So far, we have concentratedon answeringthe question:
decay and attenuationshould definitelybe performed.Cor What effects must be considered (and treated) to obtain
rection for scatter may follow one of the simpler tech images from which quantitative measures may be cx
niques and the results should be improved image quality tracted?We have assumed thatthe measures ofinterest are
and, perhaps, quantitative accuracies of about 10%.
usually volumes or counts per unit volume. The reader
Research oriented departmentswith a basic science core should be reminded, however, that these metrics are nec
should consider full attenuation correction and scatter essary but not sufficient for obtaining directly usable chin
compensation to produce quantitative images. These de ical results. For example, in several clinical procedures,
partments should have the expertise to fully understand the one would usually hiketo know at least how many micro
algorithmsused and to be able to recognize their failures. curies per cubic centimeter(or Bequerel/cubiccentimeter)
The result should be not only improved image quality, but of activity are present in a given tissue. In addition to
also true tissue specific activity for research studies.
implementing a procedure which compensates appropri
Given these general recommendations, what are the ac ately for physical effects discussed in the previous 5cc
tual techniques to be used? For small facilities with no tions, one must calibratethe sensitivity of the whole image
physicist, the standardmanufacturer'sattenuationcorrec acquisition and reconstruction process. In other words,
tion should be applied, e.g., Chang's algorithm. At this one should perform an appropriatephantom study, using
time, probably no other corrections should be applied to accurately measured activities, in an attenuator as similar
the data. Currently, however, a number of manufacturers as possible in size, shape and properties to a typical pa
are working to provide a nonuniform attenuation correc tient.
Even then, however, there may not be sufficient infor
tion technique. At the time ofwriting this manuscript, one
manufacturerhas obtained FDA approvaland others are in mation to be of clinical utility. Consider SPECT imagingof
the process. These efforts primarily address the attenua regionalcerebralblood flow (rCBF). Even ifone knows the
tion problem but not scatter. These techniques will un total activity injected into a peripheralvein of the patient
and the total activity ending up in each cubic centimeter of
dergo much testing and clinical validation.
ML-EM reconstruction algorithms with attenuation the brain, this informationalone is not enough to calculate
compensation methods can be used at facilities that have a rCBF (in this case, the arterial input concentration would
also have to be determined).
physicist,
but do not have a significant research group.
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In general, quantitativeimagingmight prove useful if all
the required data are available and good statistics can be

17.Tsw BMW, GullbergGI. Thegeometrictransferfunctionfor conebeam
andfanbeamcollimators.PhysMedSic! 199035:81-93.

acquired. The required data includes not only quantitative

tors.PhysMedBid 1973;18:855â€”862.
19. NewigerH, JordanK. Optimizationof collimatorsfor imagingpositron
emittersby a gammacamera.EUTINUdMed 1985;11:230-234.
20. BeckRN, RedtungLD. Collimatordesignusingray-tracingtechniques.
IEEEThinsNuciSd 1985;NS.-32:865-869.
21. KellerEL Optimumdimensions
of parallel-hole,multi-aperture
collima
lois for gammaraycameras.
INuci Med 1%8;9233-235.
22. Kibby PM.Thedesignof multichannel
collimatorafor radioisotope
cam
eras.BriRadiol 1969;42:91â€”1O1.
23. deVriesDi, MooreSC,ZimmermanRE,MuellerSP,FriedlandB, Lanza
RC.Development
andvalidationof a MonteCarlosimUlationof photon
transportin anAngercamera.IEEETransMed1@nag
19909:430-438.
24. GullbergOT. An analyticalapproachto quantifyuniformityartifactsfor
circularandnoncirculardetectormotionin SPECFimaging.Med Phys
1987;14:105â€”114.
25. Sorenson
JA, PhelpsME.Physicsin nuclearmedkine,2ndedition.Phil
adeiphia:W.B. Saunders
Co., 1987.
26. PodrekaI, SuessE, Goldenberg
G, Ctal. Initial experience
with techne
tium-99mHMPAObrainSPECT.INuciMed 198728:1657-1666.
27. Muehllehner
0. Effectof resolutionimprovement
on requ@ed
countden
sity in ECFim@gÃ£ig:
a computersimulation.PhysMedBid 1985;30:163-

SPECF images, but also appropriateinputfunctions and/or
model to describe the physiological properties of the phar

maceuticaltracer used. At the least improvedimagequal
ity should improve diagnosis.
cONCLUSION
In general, the most important contribution to SPEC!'
that can be made by implementingvarious corrections is
improved image quality. Accurate quantitation is also de
sirable but not easily obtainable by most departments.
With future developments in methods to correct SPEC!'
data (along with faster computer systems) data correction
and quantitative SPECF will enter the clinical arena.
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